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Abstract

The Svealand line opened in 1997 and the services areoperated with regional
high speed trains. While the Svealandline was being built, the slow trains that
had been inoperation on the old railway between Eskilstuna and Stockholm(a
distance of 115 km) were replaced by buses with a highfrequency of service.

In a case study of the effects of regional high speed trainservices, field
surveys were made of residents and publictransport passengers along the
line, and in a reference centreof population, before and after the Svealand
line opened.Changes in knowledge, valuations and travel behaviour have
beenanalysed, as have changes in accessibility. The supply and thedemand for
regional journeys by car, bus and train have alsobeen examined.

The results show that the Svealand line has meant anincrease of up to seven
times in regional travel by railcompared to the old railway between Eskilstuna
and Stockholm,and the market share has risen from 6% to 30%. Those who
travelmost are people who have access to a car at times. Habitualmotorists, on
the other hand, account for the largest increasein travel by public transport.
In areas close to the railwaystations in Strängnäs and Eskilstuna new patterns
ofcar ownership, travel behaviour, choice of transport mode andchoice
of destination have been found since the regional highspeed trains began
operating on the Svealand line. Commuting towork has also shown a marked
increase. Travelling times arevalued highly and especially motorists value the
high speedtrain mode of transport highly. Poorer train services and busservices
are not attractive to motorists other than as areserve alternative to their own
cars.

A general conclusion is that the regional high speed trainservices have
had a major impact on the travel market, travelbehaviour and accessibility.
The improved accessibility toStockholm in particular is especially noticeable
amongresidents close to the railway stations.
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